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This is Catherine Sarrazin and this week on Let’s Talk Art 

we’ll visit the Picasso Museum in Paris. Located in the 

Marais in a beautiful 17th century mansion, The Hotel Sale 

was built in 1659 for a salt tax collector, hence the name. The building changed hands 

several times, hosted the ambassador of Venice in the late 1600, was then expropriated 

by the State during the revolution and later became a school in which Balzac studied, 

before hosting the Central School of Art and Design. In 1964 it was acquired by the city 

and turned into a museum exhibiting the work of the renowned Spanish painter. The 

building underwent two major restorations, first a 10-year one after its acquisition and 

more recently in 2009. 

Born in Spain in 1881, Pablo Picasso moved to France in 1904 after several visits of the 

capital and lived in Paris a few decades before moving to the South of France after the 

Second Word War. This explains the large collection of paintings and sculptures displayed 

in Paris in the Picasso Museum, but also in the Pompidou Centre and in The Picasso 

Museum in Antibes.  

The most recent refurbishment of the museum in Paris was mainly due to the large 

number of artwork and documents it possesses. The exhibition space has doubled in size 

and the layout has been simplified in order to exhibit more artworks. Paintings, prints and 

drawings are presented beside sculptures. A chronological display shows the early career 

of the artist in Spain as the painting Little Girl in a Red Dress to paintings produced shortly 

before his death in 1973.  

There are also a few rooms divided into themes such as self-portraits, guitars, bullfighting 

and portraits of women and of course rooms of his cubist period. Picasso's work is often 

divided into periods. There is the famous Blue period in the early 1900 prior to his move 

to Paris, followed by the Rose period between 1904 and 1906 and then the African period 

until 1909 leading to the Cubist period and then the Crystal period between 1912 and 

1919, he later moved towards Surrealism and Expressionism. Picasso continued painting 

and creating until the end of his life and had an exceptionally long artistic career. 

The museum comprises major works such as La Celestina produced in his Blue period, the 

Cubist paintings Still Life with Chair Caning or Man with Guitar and Matadors and 



Musicians, but also study paintings for the Young Ladies in Avignon, paintings from the 

1950s pop art period to the works he produced in the last decade of his life influenced by 

the old masters.The sculptures include wood and bronze works such as the Bull’s Head, 

the Man with Sheep, the Nannygoat or The Baboon and Young among many other pieces. 

As well as the main collection, the museum offers on the third floor a space dedicated to 

Picasso’s own art collection comprising paintings by Cezanne, Renoir, Matisse, Modigliani 

and Miró. In the basement, the museum presents outside works as well as documents 

and archive pictures by prominent photographers. 


